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the department of electronics and information technology (deity) has allotted three months to any individual who seeks voluntary retirement with effect from april 25, 2006 to july 24, 2006. all the three major channels, viz, star, zee and sony launched their movies on 7th feb, 2016.
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life of heroine priyanka chopra and co-star emraan hashmi, who play lovers jitender and ritu sahni of a modern design. the movie is directed by vishesh bhardwaj and produced by ekta kapoor, sunjoy kohli and jens kilian. it is in the love story genre. the film was released on 13

february 2020 in 150 screens worldwide. the movie "anjaana anjaani" is a love story and it unfolds a story full of romance, mystery and love through the life of heroine priyanka chopra and co-star emraan hashmi, who play lovers jitender and ritu sahni of a modern design. the movie
features the songs and the background score of renowned songwriter, singer and music director vishal bhardwaj. the songs have been sung by legendary singer, actor, music director and playback singer k. shridhar, rahat fateh ali khan, rafi, shreya ghoshal, poornima & sona
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